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INTRODUCTION

Previous Approaches

Network Compression & Acceleration
• Deep CNNs often suffer from over-parametrization.

• Millions of parameters in VGG/ResNets!

• Limited storage/memory/run-time in practice.

→We need to compress and accelerate the CNNs!
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Indexed representations

A codebook

𝑤3 is shared

Our Approach
Idea 1:

• Basic unit of CNNs: 2D convolutional kernel.

• CNNs consist of redundant kernels.

• Ex) Visualization of 2D kernels from ResNet-18

Idea 2:

• Shapes matter more than values.

→We can cluster similar shapes together for compact CNNs.

Some kernels reveal 

symmetry.Vertical filters Diagonal filters

Similar kernels repeatedly appear in the network!

Connections

Weights

These all behave in the same way!

PROPOSED METHOD

Step 2: Clustering Convolutional Kernels
• Find representative kernels by k-means clustering 2D kernels

• Replace kernels with the centroids.

Before (3 input / 4 output channels)

with 12 different kernels
After (Indexed representations + A codebook)

with only three centroids

Backpropagation Through the Computational Graph
• Convolutional kernels are replaced to the indexed centroids:

𝐲𝑗 = 

𝑖=1

𝐶in
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where 𝐱𝑖 and 𝐲𝑗 are input and output 2D features.

• Computational graph automatically calculates the gradients for us!

• We use                .

Transform Invariant Clustering (TIC)
• Kernels with symmetric structures can belong to the same cluster.

We allow maximum

8 transforms.

• New clustering/convolution equations:
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𝐲𝑗 = 
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𝚽𝑡𝑖𝑗
𝑚 𝑠𝑖𝑗𝝁𝑙𝑖𝑗 ∗ 𝐱𝑖 .

Transform type

TIC cluster visualization with a centroid (green).

ADDITIONAL TECHNIQUES

EXPERIMENTS

Removing Redundant Computations
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To calculate 𝐲𝑗 (red):
• 𝐱𝑖 ∗ 𝝁1 appears multiple times.
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To calculate the contribution of 𝐱𝑖 (blue):
• 𝐱1 ∗ 𝝁3 can be used multiple times.
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# of convolutions:

3 → 2
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4 → 3
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Computational graph (part.)

Comp. ratio:

≈
𝑏𝐰ℎ𝑤

log2 𝑘 + 𝑏𝑠

Accel. ratio:
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We define the number of distinct convolutions as 𝝀𝒋 and 𝝂𝒊, respectively.

Classification errors (%) on CIFAR-10
The number of clsuters (𝑘)

EXPERIMENTS

Various Design Choices (Multi, TIC, Pruning)

Bottleneck Architecture Clustering

On ILSVRC12 Classification

Centroids from ResNet-18-C8

Centroids from ResNet-18-C16

→ Low-precision scale parameters are enough.

Only these kernels appear through the whole network!

32 centroids 

× 8 transforms

= 256 effective centroids

Step 1: Kernel Normalization
• Parameter distributions can vary across different layers.

• The shape of a kernel is much important than its norm.

• Therefore, we normalize the kernels:
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• K-means objective becomes:
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where ℳ = 𝝁1, ⋯ , 𝝁𝑛 , and 𝒲𝑛 refers to 𝑛-th cluster.

A normalized 2D kernel from 𝑚-th layer

(𝑖-th channel to 𝑗-th channel)

𝑛-th centroid among 𝒌 clusters

𝐰𝑖𝑗∗
𝑚

Take the sign of a center pixel

Multi Clustering (M)
• Currently, all kernels in the network are used for clustering.

• We can group the kernels into different sets and apply our method

to each individual set.

• Benefits: Higher flexibility, different 𝒌 for

different sets.

• Overhead: Additional codebooks

(but negligible)

Deep CNN

Set 1 (𝑘 = 𝑘1)
Set 2 (𝑘 = 𝑘2)


